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Abstract— A robot is a virtual or mechanical artificial agent in practice, it is usually an electro-mechanical machine which 
is guided by computer or electronic programming, and is thus able to do tasks on its own. Another common characteristic is 
that by its appearance or movements, a robot often conveys a sense that it has intent or agency of its own. Robots are 
programmed either by guiding or by off-line programming. Most industrial robots are programmed by the former method. 
With off-line programming, the points of an operation are defined through computer commands. An important area of 
research is the development of off-line programming that makes use of higher-level languages, in which robotic actions are 
defined by tasks or objectives. Robots may be programmed to move through a specified continuous path instead of from 
point to point. Continuous path control is necessary for operations such as spray painting or arc welding a curved joint. 
Programming also requires that a robot be synchronized with the automated machine tools or other robots with which it is 
working. Thus robot control systems are generally interfaced with a more centralized control system. The role of the path 
planner is to determine a trajectory in order to reach the destination while avoiding obstacles and without getting stuck. 
Typically they can overcome obstacle smaller their wheel size. This report presents the different wheel design to climb the 
stairs smaller than the designed wheel size. The wheels have 4 dc motors with high torque to climb the stairs sufficiently. 
 
Keywords— Electro-Mechanical Machine, Movements, Guiding, Off-line Programming, Control System. 
 
I. INTRODUCTION  
 
Today, due to technological advances of robotic 
applications in human life, it is necessary to 
overcome natural and virtual obstacles such as stairs 
which are the most known obstacles to the motion of 
such robots. Several research have been conducted 
toward the design of stair climbing and obstacle 
traversing robots during the past decade. A number of 
have robots have been built for climbing stairs and 
traversing obstacles, such as quadruped and hexapod 
robots. Although these robots can climb stairs and 
traverse obstacles, they do not have smooth motion 
on flat surfaces, which is due to the motion of their 
legs. Major problem is the inherent slowness of 
legged and walking locomotion, compared to 
wheeled transport. to implement leg wheel type robot 
clever balancing algorithms which allow them to 
walk on two legs to move over sloping ground and to 
climb up and down stairs are needed. Each 
configuration in rough terrain robot operating on the 
terrain has a characteristic difficulty associated with 
its attainment biological insects and mammals which 
effortlessly execute various types of periodic gait 
patterns and adaptive gaits and very high speeds. 
Unfortunately, due to the very complex and multi-
disciplinary nature of this field of research, very few 
walking robots and multi-legged vehicles have been 
proven to be the best and most economical solution 
for solving problems in domestic, industrial, 
construction, military or space applications.In 
addition, the majority of large scale high-powered 
walking robots are still in their experimental stages 
and are not commercially available for bulk 
purchasing.With the added flexibility of being able to 
control the foundation points of the vehicle while 
traversing over almost any type of irregular surface, 

comes the increased complexity of foot and joint 
control to maintain stability and coordinated 
movements for gait movements. It would be 
beneficial for a mobile robot to possess the 
advantages of extreme rough terrain negotiating 
flexibility, which multidegree of freedom (MDOF) 
legs can offer, with the high-speed and simplicity 
afforded by wheels. 
 
II. PROPOSED MODEL  
 
A lot of designs are available for wheel of stair 
climber , similar to a trilobe wheel designs is selected 
on the basis of strength, cost, easy to manufacture. 
Optimum design is selected by comparing the 
concepts. Stair climber is manufactured using 
wooden material with respect to optimum concept. 
Steering can be provided in future. Steps for Making 
The Automation Staircase Climbing Robot: 

1) First design the wooden frame as per the 
dimensions with adjustable mechanism.  

2) The structure of the robot should be rigid.  
3) The four D.C motors are attached to the end 

of the frame.  
4) A 30v 1000 maH battery is connected in to 

wheels through controller.  
5) The positive connection is upto12v.  
6) Positive connection is for forward motion 

and neg-ative connection is for backward 
motion and these connections are linked to 
circuit board for the robot motion.  

7) The robot can be controlled by PC keypad.  
 
A. Steps to Design Wheels  

1) CAD 2014 version is used to design wheels.  
2) CAD enables designers to layout and 

develops work on screen, print it out and 
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save it for future editing, saving time on 
their drawings.  

3) The printed sketch of wheel design is taken 
and then it is put on a wood sheet having 
thickness of 2cm. The total area of the 
wheel is 18.15 m2.  

4) Take the radius as inner radius is 17cm and 
outer radius is 19 cm.  

5) The thickness and the radius is selected as 
rated above as because to climb the robot up 
to height of 5 inches. 

 

 
Fig. 1. 

 
B. DC Motor 
While choosing any DC motor, torque and speed are 
the two main parameters to be considered TORQUE:-
The moment of a force; the measure of a force’s 
tendency to produce torsion and rotation about an 
axis, equal to the vector product of the radius vector 
from the axis of rotation to the point of application of 
the force and the force vector. A turning or twisting 
force. SPEED:-Distance travelled divided by the time 
of travel. The limit of this quotient as the time of 
travel becomes vanishingly small; the first derivative 
of distance with respect to time. The magnitude of a 
velocity. 
 

 
 
C. Lithium Ion Battery  

1) FEATURES:  
1) Programmable Charge Current Up to 

1000mAH  
2) No MOSFET, Sense Resistor or Blocking 

Diode Required  
3) Complete Linear Charger in SOP-8 Package 

for Single Cell Lithium-Ion Batteries 
4) Constant-Current/Constant-Voltage  
5) Charges Single Cell Li-Ion Batteries 

Directly from USB Port  
6) Preset 4.2V Charge Voltage with 1.5  
7) Automatic Recharge  
8) Two Charge Status Output Pins  
9) C/10 Charge Termination  

10) 2.9V Trickle Charge Threshold (TP4056)  
11) Available Radiator in 8-Lead SOP Package, 

the Ra-diator need connect GND or 
impending.  

 
III. PROCESSING UNIT  
 
A. FEATURES  

1) 8K Bytes of In-System Reprogrammable 
Flash Mem-ory  

2) Endurance: 1,000 Write/Erase Cycles  
3) Fully Static Operation: 0 Hz to 24 MHz  
4) Three-level Program Memory Lock  
5) 256 x 8-bit Internal RAM  
6) 32 Programmable I/O Lines  
7) Three 16-bit Timer/Counters  
8) Eight Interrupt Sources  
9) Full Duplex Serial port.  
10) On chip oscillator and clock circuitry. 

 
B. Pin Discription  
 

VCC - Supply 
voltage. GND 
- Ground.  

 
Port 0 - Port 0 is an 8-bit open drain bi-directional 

I/O port. As an output port, each pin can sink eight 
TTL inputs. 
 

Port 1 - Port 1 is an 8-bit bi-directional I/O port 
with internal pull-ups. The Port 1 output buffers can 
sink/source four TTL inputs. 
 

Port 2 - Port 2 is an 8-bit bi-directional I/O port 
with internal pull-ups. The Port 2 output buffers can 
sink/source four TTL inputs. 
 

Port 3 - Port 3 is an 8-bit bi-directional I/O port 
with internal pull-ups. The Port 3 output buffers can 
sink/source four TTL inputs. Alternate functions of 
PORT 3 are as shown in the table. 
 

RST - Reset input. A high on this pin for two 
machine cycles while the oscillator is running resets 
the device. 
 

ALE/PROG - Address Latch Enable is an output 
pulse for latching the low byte of the address during 
accesses to external memory. This pin is also the 
program pulse input (PROG) during Flash 
programming. 
 

PSEN - Program Store Enable is the read strobe to 
exter-nal program memory. When the AT89S52 is 
executing code from external program memory, 
PSEN is activated twice each machine cycle, except 
that two PSEN activations are skipped during each 
access to external data memory. 
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EA/VPP - External Access Enable. EA must be 
strapped to GND in order to enable the device to 
fetch code from external should be strapped to VCC 
for internal program executions. This pin also 
receives the 12-volt programming enable voltage 
(VPP) during Flash programming when 12-volt 
programming is selected. 
 

XTAL1 - Input to the inverting oscillator 
amplifier and input to the internal clock operating 
circuit. 
 

XTAL2 - Output from the inverting oscillator 
amplifier 
 
C. L298 Dual H-Bridge Motor Driver 
Double H driver module uses ST L298N dual full-
bridge driver. It is a high voltage, high current dual 
full-bridge driver designed to accept standard TTL 
logic levels and drive inductive loads such as relays, 
solenoids, DC and stepping motors. 
 
1) FEATURES: 

1) Light weight, small dimension  
2) Super driver capacity  
3) Heavy load Heat sink  
4) Power selection switch  
5) 4 pull up resistor switch  
6) 2 DC motor/ 4 coil dual phrase stepper 

motor output  
7) Motor direction indication LED  

 
2) SPECIFICATIONS: 

1) Driver: L298  
2) Driver power supply: +5V +46V  
3) Driver peak current: 2A  
4) Logic power output Vss: +5 +7V (internal 

supply +5V)  
5) Logic current: 0 36mA  
6) Controlling level: Low -0.3V 1.5V, high: 

2.3V Vss  
7) Enable signal level: Low -0.3V 1.5V, high: 

2.3V Vss  
8) Max drive power: 25W (Temperature 75 )  
9) Working temperature: -25 +130  

10) Dimension: 60mm*54mm  
11) Driver weight:  4  

 

 

Fig. 2. 
D. Camera 
The Clear One Wireless Audio/Video is a 2.4 GHz 
wireless transmitter and receiver system. Using the 
Wireless A/V, you can place your Clear One camera 
in any location without running a video cable from 
the camera to the monitor. The wireless signal range 
is up to 700 feet. 
 
1) SPECIFICATIONS: 

1) Unique USB design, small and easy to 
carry.. Its the good companion for notebook.  

2) Embedded 10-bit video decoder to achieve 
stable picture and vivid colour.  

3) Receive full- channel TV programs and 
favourite channel group and rename 
function.  

4) Full system AV input jack, connect to DVD 
player, STB game player etc.  

5) Record video in MPEG, VCDOR DVD 
format.  

6) Easy install simple, powerful and user-
friendly soft-ware.  

7) Full-function IR remote control and 
keyboard short-cuts supported.  

 

 
FIG. 3 

 
IV. IMPLEMENTATION OF TRANSMITTER 
SECTION 
 

1) Computer or laptop  
2) AV receiver  
3) ZigBee module (TX)  

 
A. Working  
Here we entering laptop key as to robot 
autonomously, If we press 1 in the keyboard the robot 
will move in the FORWARD direction, When key 
2pressed the robot will move in the REVERSE 
direction, When key 3 pressed the robot will move in 
the RIGHT direction, When key 4 pressed the robot 
will move in the LEFT direction, When key 5 pressed 
the robot will move in the STOP direction, As to 
transmitter as these signal we need a communication 
medium ,here we using ZigBee wireless module to 
transmitter the signal ZigBee range is 20 to 30 meter 
the use of this AV receiver is to receive the audio 
video signal while send by the camera which is 
placed on the robot. The camera outputs are 
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connected to the transmitter inputs. To connect the 
transmitter 

1) Connect the audio outputs of the camera to 
the left (white) and right (red) audio inputs 
of the transmitter. If there is only one audio 
output on the camera, connect it to either 
audio input.  

2) Use the included pigtail adapter to connect 
the S-video output to the Video input of the 
transmitter. If your camera does not have an 
S-Video output, use the composite cable 
included with your camera, or call Clear 
One customer service to buy a compact 
connection cable.  

3) Lift the red plastic cover off the channel DIP 
switches. Move DIP switch 1 to the on (up) 
position and move 2, 3, and 4 to the off 
(down) position.  

4) Replace the red plastic cover.  
5) Plug the power supply into a wall outlet and 

plug the other end of the power supply into 
the Y power cable jack.  

6) Connect one of the Y cable plugs to the 12V 
power connector on the transmitter and the 
other to the 9V power connector on the 
camera.  

 

 
FIG 4 

 
V. IMPLEMENTATION OF RECIEVER 
SECTION 

 
1) Power supply unit 
2) Microcontroller(89s52) 
3) ZigBee receiver 
4) DC motor  
5) Motor Driver circuit  

 
The power supply module has Li-Ion battery which 
has up to 30V capacity, for the controller we need 5V 
supply at the receiver, A embedded c program is 

written in the memory that if in the controller 
receives the signal as 1 all the motors should moves 
in the forward direction, if 2 key received means all 
four motors in the reverse like this the right and left 
movement of the robot is done. On the robot a camera 
is placed which helps to take video and sends to the 
AV receiver we can see the live video streaming 
application. The receiver outputs are connected to the 
monitor or A/V equipment inputs. To connect the 
receiver 

1) Connect the left and right audio outputs of 
the re-ceiver to the left and right audio 
inputs of the monitor. If there is only one 
audio output on the camera, connect the 
same (left or right) output that was used in 
the transmitter setup.  

2) Connect the video output of the receiver to 
the video input of the monitor.  

3) Set the channel selector to 1.  
4) Plug the power supply into a wall outlet.  
5) Plug the other end of the power supply into 

the 12V power connector.  
6) Switch the power to the ON position.  

 
There are four possible channels for the wireless A/V 
system. Any of the four can be used, but the receiver 
must be on the same channel as the transmitter to 
receive the audio and video. The channel selector is 
on the side of the receiver. The channel selector for 
the transmitter is under the plastic cap. Only one of 
the switches should be in the ON position at a time, 
the rest should be OFF. The switch that is in the ON 
position is the selected channel. The wireless 
transmission is Omni directional, however best 
results may be obtained when the transmitter and 
receiver are facing each other. Obstructions such as 
walls and floors may decrease the maximum distance 
between the receiver and transmitter. Interference and 
noise may be noticed when other transmitters are in 
use, such as cordless phones, microwaves, aircraft 
radar, etc. If noise is present, try relocating the 
devices or changing the channel on the transmitter 
and receiver. 
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Fig. 5. 

 
Fig. 6. 

 
VI. IMPLEMENTATION OF SOFTWARE 
 
KEILVISION 3 
Keil Software is a industry standard development 
tools for the 8051 microcontroller family. Keil C 
Compilers, Macro Assemblers, Debuggers, Real-time 
Kernels, and Single-board Computers support ALL 
8051-compatible derivatives. When you use the Keil 
Vision3, the project development cycle is roughly the 
same as it is for any other software development 
project. 
Create a project, select the target chip from the device 
database, and configure the tool settings-Create 
source files in C or assembly-Build your application 
with the project manager- Correct errors in source 
files-Test the linked appli-cation. The following 
block diagram illustrates the complete Vision3 
software development cycle. 
 
EMBEDDED C 
When designing software for a smaller embedded 
system with the 8051, it is very common place to 
develop the entire product using assembly code. With 
many projects, this is a feasible approach since the 
amount of code that must be gen-erated is typically 
less than 8 kilobytes and is relatively simple in 
nature. If a hardware engineer is tasked with 
designing both the hardware and the software, he or 
she will frequently be tempted to write the software 
in assembly language. Since a C program possesses 
greater structure, it is easier to understand and 
maintain. Because of its modularity, a C program can 
better lend itself to reuse of code from project to 

project. A high order language such as C allows a 
developer to write code, which resembles a humans 
thought process more closely than does the equivalent 
assembly code.The developer can focus more time on 
designing the algorithms of the system rather than 
having to concentrate on their individual implementa-
tion. This will greatly reduce development time and 
lower debugging time since the code is more 
understandable.By using a language like C, the 
programmer does not have to be intimately familiar 
with the architecture of the processor. This means 
that someone new to a given processor can get a 
project up and running quicker, since the internals 
and organization of the target processor do not have 
to be learned. Additionally, code developed in C will 
be more portable to other systems than code 
developed in assembly.All of this is 
  

 
Fig. 7. 

 
not to say that assembly language does not have its 
place. In fact, many embedded systems (particularly 
real time systems) have a combination of C and 
assembly code. For time critical operations, assembly 
code is frequently the only way to go. One of the 
great things about the C language is that it allows you 
to perform low-level manipulations of the hardware if 
need be, yet provides you the functionality and 
abstraction of a higher order language. 
 
CONCLUSION 
 

1. Robot is able to climb steps of height of 
about 6 inches.Due to hardware limitations 
such as weight of the frame and design of 
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wheel, the robot is able to climb a step of 
height limited to maximum of 6 inches.  

2. Microcontroller 89s52 is used in this robot 
in order to control the direction (right, left, 
forward and reverse) using 4 DC motors and 
H-bridge as driver.  

3. Then ZigBee module (transmitter and 
receiver) is used in order to make the system 
wireless by using USB to UART cable. The 
control used was by making interface 
between controller and flash magic in both 
directions; sending data from computer to 
robot or vice versa.  

4. It is able to take video from a distance and 
able to navigate around objects that cannot 
climb.  

5. This is advantage over geared and leg based 
robots which have less productive due to 
poor mobility in a rough terrain.  

6. The robot is able to turn its direction of 
movement and can maneuver in all 
directions.  

 
FUTURE SCOPE 
 
The features of the robot can be enhanced by 
improving its architecture such as: 
 

1. Using motors with higher torque and still 
well de-signed wheels to improve 
movement.  

2. Mounting mechanical arm for applications 
such as pick and place, bomb disposal, 
rescue robot, etc  
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